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Bradford Dillman in the Basement 
- Al Ortolani 
 
When I was a kid, I watched 
Bradford Dillman as St. Francis 
on the television. Dad was 
refinishing the basement 
while I sat on the floor touched 
in sawdust by the old 
black and white. I cried 
in the newness, spreading 
my arms on the bathroom tile 
between the sink and the bi-fold doors. 
I used Dillman’s lines 
and prayed for the Hollywood blood. 
 
Years later, I visited Assisi 
to say a rosary for my father 
who had grown old with his basement 
and who was now ─ new to death. 
Sequestered in a back pew, 
I hid my tears from the other tourists, 
beads clacking, nothing black, 
    nothing white. 
 
Few knew my father as a bird watcher, 
his chair by the back porch 
positioned so he could keep his eyes 
on the feeders and the martin house. 
In summer sparrows slipped 
through the open doors of the Basilica. 
They hurried below the great dome ─ 
the drumming of their wings 
like voices removed. 



Caught 
- Carolyn Martin 
 
Foil crackling? No. That scratching sound 
  announces grating news: 
  another bird is caught. 
 
Our stovepipe prisons small black wings 
  lured down the chimney, down 
  the flue by some dark impulse, down 
 
until their pleas outwit my reasoning. 
  They should mean brighter things 
  like presents, cookies, cake unwrapped,  
 
not this unset trap I’m dared to spring. 
  I know the drill: unfasten door, dislodge the pipe, 
  persuade the flagging wings to flight. 
 
But still I fear imprisoned things ─  
fear this bird exploding into light 
  will miss the door and flail around 
 
the kitchen walls more frantic than before. 
What to choose? Its slow dark death 
  or, perhaps, another kind of death. 
 
First published in Autumn Sky. 





The Chill of a Year Ago 
- Jon Beight 
 
  Fall has run its cycle. The trees across the valley have shed their leafy skins and stand 
like ghostly skeletons. The chill of the morning makes my bones creak as I slowly make my way 
up the grassy incline to your gravesite. I’m not exempt from the taxes that aging imposes. 
  This is the first time I’ve garnered the courage to make the drive to the cemetery since 
your funeral. I maintain a constant eye on my surroundings to assure myself that the shooter 
won’t spring up from behind a gravestone, the way it happens in my nightmares.  It has taken the 
better part of a year to come to grips with the fact that I am really alone. I have finally stopped 
listening for your arrival home from work. This morning I didn’t reach across our bed to wake 
you. Your voice, the one I keep for our quiet conversations, has become a strained echo. I feel 
you distancing yourself from me. Your offer of comfort is a soft, fading, “It will be all right. It 
will be all right.” I try to give chase, but I find I can no longer keep up. 
  That morning was cold like this. Photographing the ever changing fall scenery was your 
passion. You had been waiting for a calm, crisp morning, when barren trees would be lit just so 
by the rising sun. It was too cold for me so I remained in the car. But that moment for you, 
however transitory, was perfect and beautiful, and you weren’t going to miss it. 
  That moment turned into a robbery that rewarded the predator with fifteen dollars and a 
camera. That moment gave witness that life can be so beautiful but also so cheap. 
  I walk carefully up this hill. A delicate coating of frost clings to the shaded vegetation. It 
provides a tenuous foothold. At your grave, I notice how unkempt things look. October’s leaves 
are scattered about, their energy spent. They, along with dying grass and fallen twigs, entwine 
themselves to make an unruly carpet. Through this I see a weed that has managed to spread 
across your marker. I reach down to pull it but stop. It has as much right to live as you did. I turn 
and walk to my car. 



The Outside Rear Steps 
- Nancy Scott 
 
The iceman often came down the rear steps, 
empty tongs slung over his shoulder, 
while Mother, heavy with groceries, 
and I pressed on the railing to let him pass. 
 
Two flights to the top. Afraid if I got dizzy 
or my shoes misbehaved, I could easily slip 
between the boards and crash, a wingless 
sparrow, onto the garbage cans in the alley. 
 
When I made it to the landing, nothing 
to see but a field of weeds and junked cars. 
My two great-grandmothers, black dress 
and shoes, gray buns neatly pinned, 
 
hugged us in Yiddish that floated 
beyond me. The kitchen smelled of cabbage 
and unopened windows. While Mother 
restocked shelves, I escaped to the only 
 
other room to explore. Two beds, 
white spreads, and on the carved dresser, 
a glass tray with powder puffs, a brush, 
hairpins, a few coins. Faded photos. A letter. 
 
Why did they live in this musty apartment 
when we had a big house and a maid? 
 
At the checkered-cloth table, I dunked hard 
cookies in cold milk, waited for Mother 
to stop gabbing and fold next week’s list 
into her purse. As each grandmother kissed 
 
my forehead, I felt on my arm, the hungry grip 
of her hand, her thin bones wrapped in 
speckled skin. For a moment we were bound 
by the only familiar we would ever know. 
 
First published in Blue Lyra Review, 2013 





Cold Snap 
- Ron Lavalette 
 
Outside for obligatory photographs:  
ubiquitous head-shot, profile,  
three-quarter profile, bust. 
I stand between the battered, rusty 
plow, lost in a stand of spruce, 
and the house’s winter windows, 
nearly buried by blizzard. I squint 
and I will be squinting forever 
standing, frozen by the shutters. 
 
When I see myself, inside, later, 
at first only pixels, then paper thin, 
I am several hundred pounds of meat 
none of it lean, leaning on a cane, 
a lame spectacle trapped by 
reflex and bifocality, with snow 
at the temple of my thinning hair. 
 
Previously published in Crescent Moon Journal / Desert Moon Review, February 2006. 



 

Companions 
- Amy Evans Brown 
 
  Dr. Roslin watched the TV blink off. His dinner plate, fork and wineglass sat on 
the coffee table. Gathering the dishes, he carried them into the kitchen while his dog, 
Toby, followed. 
  Toby’s nails clicked against Spanish tiles and click, click, clicks echoed up the 
walls until dissipating in a pottery display high near the ceiling. Toby tapped around Dr. 
Roslin with his eyes, ears and nose trained on the plate. 
  The plate was set down, centered on a floor tile, and Toby did his best to lick up 
dried tomato sauce. Dr. Roslin rested against the counter and held a greeting card. He 
absently stroked his thumb over its paired corners while Toby pushed the plate, inch by 
inch, until the grout unleveled it. The plate was re-centered, and tears dripped onto its 
crusted surface. Toby cleaned those up, too. 
  When the plate reached the grout again, Dr. Roslin gave Toby a pat and lifted the 
plate away from his insistent snout. Toby, ears perked and nose up, clicked around Dr. 
Roslin as he gathered the dirty dishes and placed them in a streak-free sink. 
  Before he retired to his bedroom, Dr. Roslin turned on a light over the sink and 
turned off the others. From the lampless street, a neighbor would have seen a porch 
illuminated in a glow from a sheer curtained window, but that was only if a neighbor had 
been out at 1:42 a.m. on a quiet street tucked far back in the Redwood hills of San 
Anselmo, California. 
  "Toby, come," Dr. Roslin called. "Let’s go to sleep, boy." Toby trotted down the 
Oriental runner and turned into a room. 
  "No, boy. Down here." Dr. Roslin stood at the end of a hall dwarfed by a high 
ceiling and cast in lamplight from the bedroom. He waited. When Toby came, he trotted 
past Dr. Roslin and around the king-sized bed to his dog bed. 
  Dr. Roslin turned out the lamp. He pulled back the duvet and, with effort, pulled 
back the grouped underblanket and crisp sheets. He got in and pulled the workings up to 
his chin. It was cold. He rolled onto his side. Not good enough. He pulled up his knees; 
he flexed his toes. Toby curled up in a tight ball on his dog bed. 
  "Toby, come, boy. Come up." Dr. Roslin sacrificed an arm to pat his palm on the 
bed. Toby came to the edge but didn't jump. 
  "Let’s go, Toby. It’s all right. Up.” He patted quicker and closer to the edge but 
Toby backed a step away. 
  "Toby! Up here!" Dr. Roslin slammed his palm onto the bed. His fingers jammed 
against the sideboard. He swore. Toby ran out of the room, tail tucked between his legs, 
just as he had done whenever Dr. Roslin and his wife had argued. 
  Dr. Roslin sat. The blankets fell to his lap. He looked through the dark after Toby. 
The arguments replayed in his mind: over lost keys before leaving; over a dinner 
decision, life decisions; over what was necessary and what was not; over Meghan. And 
how many times had they argued over this? He didn't want hair on the bed. He needed to 
stretch his legs. They were average, practical arguments, but tonight he saw her counter 
him. At the foot of the bed, words slid from an unknown place, emerged from her mouth, 
floated through the dark toward him unabated and haunting. 
  During the night, Dr. Roslin woke nine times. Each time he invited Toby to the 



 

bed. But Toby refused. Toby curled himself tightly, keeping to his dog bed. 
 
  Dr. Roslin went through motions to prepare for a black lab’s exploratory. The dog 
had gotten into packing peanuts one too many times. Dr. Roslin needed to remove the 
blockage. He checked instruments and induction lines. Shelly, his vet tech, had already 
done it but he checked again. Jan stood on the other side of the hall window. 
  Jan was his colleague of a few years, maybe more. (When had he hired her?) She 
specialized in behavioral and Eastern veterinary medicine (if one considered that 
medicine). 
  “Jan,” Dr. Roslin called. 
  “Watcha need?” She asked from the door. Behind Jan, a cabinet held records in 
colored tabs. The files needed to be computerized. 
  "It's nothing. I had a behavioral question." 
  Jan watched him. "Are you okay? You don't need to be here." She lowered her 
voice, "We can cover. We’ll call a relief vet for Friday." 
  "It's Toby. He won't jump up anymore." 
  "Give an example. Like into your car?" 
  "Yes, and I’m too old to be lifting him." 
  "Do you think it's arthritis?" Jan asked. "Toby’s older, isn’t he?" 
  "No, it's behavioral. I’m sure." 
  "Okay. Has there been a bad experience recently? I’m sorry… I mean, in the car?" 
  Dr. Roslin sighed, "No." 
  "He might be car sick. It’s not uncommon with these winding roads. You can use 
short, high pitched words to encourage," Jan said, and then showed him by example. "In, 
in, Toby, in! And praise, immediately… But maybe you should bring him in for X-rays?” 
  Another voice called from the front: Shelly. “Dr. Roslin, we got you a turkey-
avocado sandwich. Want to eat now, or after Snacks’ surgery?” 
  Dr. Roslin didn’t want to bring Toby in for x-rays, and he wasn’t hungry. He 
began surgery. 
 
  Before he opened the front door, Dr. Roslin turned and stood a long time, much 
longer than a person would expect a man to stand at the cusp of entry to his own home. 
What transpired was nothing: sparse grass infinitesimally pushing up, rooted in an 
underground matrix that stretched down the hill to an asphalt curb, feebly working 
strands through cracks, cracks that split and spread across to the neighbor's front 
garden—a native plant garden. it was difficult grass to grow; grass that had hosted 
birthday parties, bar-b-ques, and one Thanksgiving afternoon football game: Toby made 
the best tackle of the day when he tripped up Brian (the new college boyfriend made a 
spectacular roll), Meghan and her mom cheered until they fell, together, to the grass, and 
Toby ran to them to lick their faces: the girls had won. Today nothing transpired only 
breath and heartbeat and eyes looking across sparse shaded grass. 
  Toby barked. His tail swished, and his nails tapped behind the double-breasted 
door. Dr. Roslin opened it. Toby sprung out at a run, circled the yard, dove, rolled, 
scratched his back in the grass, inverting his back's bend ─ back, forth, back ─ kicking 
his feet all the while. It was a joy to be a dog. 
  "Toby, I have new tricks to try with you. Treats, too." Toby stopped. He looked at 



 

Dr. Roslin from a world upside-down. "Treats?" He repeated in a high voice carrying 
optimism. Toby jumped up, ran onto the porch, and sat at Dr. Roslin's feet. They went 
inside and headed for the cookie jar. 
  It took two hands to pick up the jar. Toby sniffed and followed at Dr. Roslin's 
heels down the hallway to the end. 
  "Toby," He said as he walked into the bedroom, "You have to eat your treats on 
the bed." The jar clunked against pine when Dr. Roslin set it on a chest at the footboard. 
  "Toby, it’s okay now. Up, up." Toby cocked his head. “Up, up, up!” Dr. Roslin 
said with an increasing tone. He took a treat and set it on the rumpled duvet. "That's a 
good boy. Up!" Toby took a tentative step closer and lifted his nose. Dr. Roslin held his 
breath. Toby jumped. 
  "Good boy, Toby! Good boy!" Dr. Roslin praised; he moved to scratch Toby in 
his favorite itchy spots: behind his left ear, in the nook between his shoulder blades, on 
his round pink belly. But before Dr. Roslin had the chance, Toby sprung off the bed, 
holding the treat safely in his mouth. He pranced away to a corner. Between chews, Toby 
looked up at Dr. Roslin, seeming to consider him. 
  Dr. Roslin couldn't help but chuckle, "Is this a game now? What about your 
dinner? I’m smarter than you, Toby. You'll be awfully hungry if you don't eat dinner." At 
the word, Toby cocked his head and pricked up his ears. "Dinner?" When Dr. Roslin left 
the bedroom to walk to the kitchen, Toby was close behind. 
  In the kitchen, Toby’s food bowl hung next to his water bowl in a wire riser. Dr. 
Roslin picked up the bowl and brought it to the sink. He cleaned it out with tap water. 
Yesterday's dog food bits splashed out and settled onto a plate, fork and wineglass. Dr. 
Roslin brought down a can, snapped it into the automatic opener, and then towel dried the 
bowl while the can was being cut. The label spun with the can: 'Chunky Lamb in Gravy.’ 
  "Mmmm, doesn't it smell good, Toby?"  
  Toby scrunched up his nose and tapped his nails, moving to either side of Dr. 
Roslin ─ left then right, and then back to the left ─ while Dr. Roslin poured the contents 
into the bowl. 
  Dr. Roslin left the can on the counter. "Let's go! Back to the bed!" 
  Toby had learned the drill. As soon as Dr. Roslin placed the bowl on the bed, 
Toby leaped. Dr. Roslin immediately celebrated, "Good ─ ", but Toby was already eating 
his mouthful a safe distance away. 
  Dr. Roslin leaned against the bedpost and tried to summon his professional logic. 
  This time, Dr. Roslin stood close to the bed, hands out and ready to corral Toby 
when he came for his next bite. Toby looked anxiously at the bed and then at Dr. Roslin. 
He jumped. Dr. Roslin grabbed him and tried to keep him at the bowl, but Toby wriggled 
free and ran out of the room without having taken a bite. 
  Dr. Roslin followed Toby to the living room. Positive, he thought, he must be 
positive. He clicked on the TV, and news came on; quickly, he punched in the numbers 
and flipped it to Jeopardy. The questions were asked, one after the other, and the answers 
were shouted out faster than he could think of them. By the time he thought he knew, he 
wasn't sure if he had cheated or come up with the answer on his own, only a bit slower. 
  "Proust! It was Proust!" Dr. Roslin leaned forward in the chair. He had a sense of 
excitement. He thought himself intelligent but it was not often he won Final Jeopardy. 
The feeling diminished as the contestants’ screens lit up: one, two, three; George, Marcia, 



 

Tom; they had scribbled it: Who is Proust? 
  Dr. Roslin turned off the TV, got up, and walked through the kitchen to the 
garage. He had an idea. After Meghan left for college, they adopted Toby as a puppy and 
bought the fold-up pen. He used a step stool and pulled it out of a cabinet. It crashed on 
the cement; rusted wire screeched against itself as its layers of grating rebounded. Dr. 
Roslin re-ordered the pen into its proper folds and carried it to the bedroom. 
  The bowl was half empty when Dr. Roslin entered. "Toby, I see you've been 
sneaking," He called back down the hall. 
  First, he pulled back the sheets and covers, something he hadn't done that 
morning. Then, he got up on the bed with the pen and stood. The flexing surface 
threatened to unbalance him. He unfolded the grate and placed it on its end, working it 
around the bed in a circle. It nearly fell when he had set four panels, but he righted it, and 
after perfecting the angles, it stayed. Last, he opened one of the panels so that Toby could 
jump in. 
  "Toby!" 
  Toby came trotting into the room. He stopped and surveyed the changes, cocking 
his head side-to-side. 
  Dr. Roslin sat on the floor, giving Toby space, with his back against a corner 
formed by a bookshelf and a wall. His arms encircled his knees. He watched Toby and 
waited. He decided he would let Toby jump on and off the bed a few times before closing 
him in. 
  Toby approached the bed. The pen contraption was new. He lifted his snout to 
sniff. He turned to look at Dr. Roslin, then, carefully, he put one front paw on the bed, 
then the other. He stretched his head and neck toward the bowl. His haunches quivered, 
unsure he should jump up or squat down and back away. As the moments stretched Toby 
began to decide that he would leap. And then, crash, it all came down. 
  Dr. Roslin flinched. Toby ran out of the room uninjured. Dr. Roslin sat petrified 
against the bookshelf, more stunned by his own idiocy than by the cataclysm that had just 
occurred. 
  When his eye recognized a thick book spine inches from his nose, Dr. Roslin 
loosened his grip around his knees and reached up. His fingertips lingered on the 
embossed letters, and the words seemed to seep from the pages; they danced on his 
cortex; leapt, dove, fell; took him upstream and downstream, back to the source and out 
to the reservoir, where punctuation, sentences, and paragraphs modulated her voice in an 
affecting dictation that grew hoarse as it traveled through the pages, late into the night. 
Dr. Roslin's fingers came down to wipe his wet cheek and then returned to the bookshelf 
and closed on the book’s binding. 
  The book was heavy in his hands. He opened it on his lap. Then closed it. He 
stood, swayed, used the bookshelf for support and regained his balance. Then he picked 
his way around the disaster to the bed. Once in bed, he thumbed over two pages and read 
the title, Remembrance of Things Past. The type was black block letters printed on a page 
yellowing. What had she said was the correct translation? His eyes closed. Her voice 
delivered, "In Search of Lost Time." 
  In the dim lamplight, Toby walked in. He saw Dr. Roslin asleep, the grating 
spread across the floor, his dinner bowl overturned on the duvet. The cookie jar sat upon 
the pine chest. Its oxidized latch caught its lid ajar. 



 

  The chest held her blankets, and the blankets held her scent because she had put 
vanilla-oat soap bars, a handmade gift from her great-aunt, in the chest. Some bars had 
been used, others were saved. 
  Toby sniffed the air, toward the chest, toward the bed, then walked around the 
mess, and curled up on his dog bed. 
 
  Dr. Roslin watched two hospice workers walk down his hall. They had already 
removed the mattress. He stood where the hallway wall ended. The wall, which his hands 
gripped, was four inches thick. On the right was Meghan in the kitchen; on the left were 
the hospice workers who disappeared into the room. The tap was running. Meghan was at 
the sink. 
  "You don't need to do those. I meant to do them myself." 
  "It’s okay, Dad. I don't mind." 
  He watched them toss the bedding into the hall. The sheets and blankets held 
lodged Toby hairs, hairs that had been rubbed loose by her gentle hands. 
  "Where do you want the sheets?" They asked. 
  He didn't know. He wanted to hold them, to hug them, to take in her scent again; 
the scent of her hair when she resisted he smell it: when he caught her and kissed her and 
held her just long enough to smell her minerals, her cells, her unique biochemical 
signature that mixed with the grime she had picked up along the way, olfactory 
messengers from the hills and the Redwoods and the pet she loved. It bloomed within 
him, a memory held long after she had escaped to dart into the shower. 
  "I'll put them in the wash," Meghan called, as she turned off the tap and set dishes 
to dry. 
  His knuckles turned white, nearly matching the wall he grasped. Toby gave the 
sheets wide berth as he trotted into the room. His tension drained. Her scent, the one he 
remembered, was not in those sheets. 
  Meghan carried the bedding away. The hospice workers carried the mechanical 
workings of the bed down the hall. Dr. Roslin stepped aside to let them pass. One of the 
hospice workers flattened his mouth in the semblance of an understanding smile. 
  "Dad, what happened in your bedroom?" His mind repeated the words, 'your 
bedroom.’ 
  "What?" 
  "I cleaned it up. What were you doing?" Meghan waited for his answer but Dr. 
Roslin didn’t give one. 
  "Are you going to be okay tonight? I can call Brian. We'll get a sitter, he’ll drive 
down."  
  "No. I'll be fine. It’s too long a drive. Are you leaving already?" 
  Meghan searched his face. Her voice sounded thick. "I have to go home and get 
dressed for work." Her index fingers trailed the undersides of her eyelids. "I'll have Brian 
come down. It will only take a few hours." 
  "You work so late?" 
  "I’m working…nights now, Dad." 
  "Yes, I remember." Dr. Roslin said. "Brian doesn't need to come. You two need 
time together. Spend time with him, Meghan." 
  Dr. Roslin and his daughter moved to the porch. They watched the workers leave. 



 

"Take care of yourself, sir," one said before they closed the truck doors. The truck went 
down the drive, turned up the road, and eclipsed, for a short time, the neighbor's garden 
sign: Pesticide Free Zone. 
  "Are you going to be okay?" 
  He touched his daughter’s shoulder. "I'll be here. Don't worry." He paused and 
then he added, "If only that dog would sleep on the bed." 
  "Toby?" She almost laughed. This was a response her mom and she had shared on 
many occasions regarding Toby's antics and his rocky relationship with her dad. "Dad, he 
needs time, too." 
  "Yes. Time." His eyes smiled, his lips pressed together. "Get going. You need to 
make a living, heh?" 
  After Meghan’s car disappeared at the corner, he returned inside and walked into 
the bedroom. Not their true bedroom, though it had been used as one. Toby entered 
behind him. Though the bed and bedding were gone, he could not avoid the odor in the 
room. Cancer had created time, time for this room to accumulate a false scent, time to 
hold her hand, time for Toby to sleep at her feet, time for her to wait and time for her to 
suffer. Only the second, makeshift twin bed was left in the room. It was stacked with two 
mattresses to the height of her hospice bed. He sat, and his mind replayed her pain-filled 
nights. 
  Toby rested a paw on Dr. Roslin’s shoe and then his snout. Dr. Roslin 
unconsciously registered the warmth of extremities meeting. 
  Later, he went to his bedroom and found the book opened partway under his 
pillow. He got into bed and flipped to the chapter. He scanned the pages and found the 
quote. It was odd the way a few words, cut out of hundreds-of-thousands of strung 
together words, can take on a meaning of their own; become parsed for Final Jeopardy, or 
written out in sympathy cards by fingers that had never turned a page in the author's 
book, had never followed the letters line by line. 
  His fingertips moved over the smooth textured page, perceived or imagined the 
slight bump of a capital letter or a blotched period. To him, the words delivered her 
voice, as though she were calling from abroad. 
 
  At night he dreamed of her. Her coconut hair fanned over his face. Her vanilla 
skin. Her curves, cocooned by his. They slept like fetuses sharing a womb, warm under 
down blankets. Toby got onto the bed. "No, boy, off," she said. "He can stay," he said. 
Toby curled into her, and she pressed closer to him.  
  Toby stood over Dr. Roslin. He bent his head and licked the salty pillow, and then 
afterward, he found a warm place to lie, leaning into Dr. Roslin’s side. 





Flowers on the Stairs 
- Richard Ives 
 
Once I missed a flowering stair and nothing happened ─ 
no broken leg, no tumble, no head bang on the kneel post ─ 
but now every time I place my foot there, I feel a temptation, 
as if inconsistent death still thought I’d be fun to play with. 
 
Try not thinking about something that nearly hurt you,  
and then walk in its footsteps with a healthy fall below. 
See if you don’t stutter at the bent knee or think too hard 
on something inconsequential just to forget and fail. 
 
How long then before I’ll be trotting up other risers,  
two at a time, in love with the tease of an evening 
and too impatient to flip the light? How long 
until the missed step counts me available,  
 
and you who have never missed that stair ─ it’s awaiting 
payment there, and its contract says nothing 
about second chances like mine. You might find 
yourself waiting at the bottom of a life 
 
for your body to arrive and relieve you of 
all the anxiety you have ever carried, in one 
wrong and beautiful removal of something you 
thought you could count on, if you thought at all. 
 
Most likely you didn’t, unless you have the courage 
to go upstairs right now and bring down your fear 
from the attic of possibility, where statistics explain 
that most deadly accidents happen in your own home,  
 
where they can be lifted out of their misunderstandings 
until the next time the stairs try to run away with you 
or the bathtub drinks too much slippery jazz and wants to 
dance, you can’t blame it, all the way to the top of a bottomless 
 
life. Ask the wife what she’ll do without you. She knows 
what you’ll do without her. It’s not much, but you won’t need 
to remarry, as she will, and you won’t even have to pay the bill. 
When you think about the future, you forget about the past, 
 
when you thought about what you would be thinking about now. 
That too was wrong, just as the stair was wrong to chastise you. 
Taking it for granted was the right thing to do. Too bad 



you listened to me and fell beyond my lengthy argument. 
 
Rise now, heaven awaits your cane, Candy Man. Lick 
the wrapper and exclaim, Oh My, and click your boney heels 
until home dreams you filling it with children, persistent 
children that survived your breathy dreams of blooming. 



Congratulations! You Have Just Written the Ten-Billionth Canceled Email Draft! 
- Robert Laughlin 
 
Flo, 
 
Thanks for remembering the date, but it’s not my first anniversary, not with Tim anyway. I 
married his fourth cousin or something. 
 
If you were in the den with me, you’d wonder about that sound coming through the door ─ 
floing! ha! over and over. That would be Tim, on a trampoline set up in the living room. He’s got 
so he can bounce on it upside-down and touch the cathedral ceiling with his feet. Eight months 
ago this was the guy who didn’t leave me any slack when I put my arms around him. He threw 
out all his old family recipes after I learned to make them just like his mother. Now he’s on an 
all-vegan diet, and the dinners I make him are like a buffet in the Fuehrerbunker. He bought an 
old racing greyhound to jog with; when they come home, it’s always the dog that looks 
exhausted. 
 
Believe me, that’s not all. When Tim lost weight, he got most of his new wardrobe from L. L. 
Bean; I wondered if pitching a tent around our bed was his next step. He decided to teach himself 
a foreign language, and I have to explain to people why German words are pasted all over the 
house, including BLECH on all my saucepans. He volunteered for the depression hotline, never 
mind that the graveyard shift is their rush hour. And we don’t listen to old musicals anymore; 
Tim discovered early music. Every Tuesday night our house sounds like a Club Med for monks. 
I married a cuddly, predictable loafer with no interest in self-improvement, little knowing that 
when we crossed the threshold the changeling spell would kick in. 
 
Tim just came into the den. Our paper anniversary, and he has a five-foot blowup of our wedding 
kiss resting on his Bean Boots. That gets me to thinking. As much as he’s changed 





Regret 
- Anne Whitehouse 
 
“Anne goes about all day with her head in the clouds.” 
How these words of my mother’s mother hurt me 
when I read them twelve years after her death 
in a letter she’d written to her brother, dead now, too. 
 
I’m shocked by her tone of querulous complaint. 
I’d never known she disapproved of me. 
Accused, I feel maligned, misunderstood. 
Yet wonder, was she wrong, or was she right? 
 
It’s like the sting of a dead bee I once stepped on 
in the surf, that I never thought could harm me, 
but my toe swelled up red as fire, in astonishing pain, 
and I couldn’t walk on it for several days. 
 
In vain I rehearse replies in self-defense, 
as if I could respond to her long dead and gone: 
“Look how I’ve taken care of myself and others, too; 
Look how I’ve lived within my means, and I’ve survived.” 
 
But I’ve had to change myself to be this way. 
I feel the hollow ache of a queer regret 
for what I’ve had to lose as I’ve grown older, 
and that I couldn’t tell her, that she couldn’t see. 



Pheromonic Lament 
- Fain Rutherford 
 
Proximity generates 
enough atmospherics 
to vaporize the room. 
The hair stands erect. 
The blood’s goal driven. 
 
Yet, at longer range 
the bombardment 
falls short. 
The hair lies down. 
The groin nods off. 
 
Consensual chemicals 
can set fire to a room, 
but the mix is too thin 
to crackle and blaze 
down I-5 like a fuse. 





Dylan at the Bicentennial Center 
- Joni Abilene 
 
  My sister Cathy slaps sunless tanning lotion on her ankles to cover the unnatural white 
that construction boots have cursed her with. She hands me the bottle and kisses Tommy, her six-
month-old who I watch during the day while she works landscaping with her husband Bryan. 
Bryan is a tall, tow-headed hippie who blasts Grateful Dead from his truck at all hours. Getting 
into her blue Saturn with no air conditioning, Cathy and I wave good-bye to both. Tommy’s tow-
headed as well, with curious blue eyes and a happy disposition. His orchid-skinned hands wave 
back at us. 
  We head for the highway and Salina, which is about two hours away. September 11 will 
happen in less than two years, but for now things are bright October sun and green grass. 
  Neil Young is our cassette choice even though we’re going to see Dylan. Cathy shoves it 
in the dash player and rewinds with inpatient fingers. Jab, jab. You gotta hear this song. This is 
the best song. I saw Neil last year; he looked up at me when I yelled, “I love you, Neil!” She 
smiles at me with a set of teeth fenced in by adult braces. 
  “Neil’s the best,” I say. 
  You love people like that when you live in our part of Kansas. You don’t love pop groups 
or rap, you love grassroots and rebels. You love the stoners and the loners. You love the poets. 
You wait for them to say something important, because no one else ever does. 
  About seven we’re crossing a set of railroad tracks in Salina. I’m looking for Main Street, 
but there ain’t none. We head past grain towers and houses. There’s a structure that looks to hold 
county fairs and rodeos, maybe car shows. Cathy pulls into a cracked parking lot, and we get out 
and join a line of folks waiting to get in. Among that crowd is a feather-thin young man with 
strings of blonde hair. He is lonely looking. He clings with his eyes to anyone that walks past. I 
think, why is such a beautiful boy so lost? It must be the trip; he’s lost in the trip. I worry about 
him. People walk past like tree limbs shaking, and he’s going to wander and scuttle into a world 
of nothing. 
  Inside we hit the bathrooms. My sister starts pondering nachos. 
  When the show starts the place is suffocating in sweat and weed. The aisle attendants 
aren’t paying much attention to anything, just the workings of their flashlights. Twice I see 
people come and go with liquor in plain sight. When a girl trips and drops a pint of Jack Daniel’s 
at my feet, I pick it up and hand it to her, and the attendant says nothing. 
  Dylan starts up. He’s a screeching cat in heat, he’s crying, he’s wrecking the songs. 
People behind me are trying to follow along, but Dylan changes all the rhythms, the notes. He’s 
having fun with us. These aren’t our songs, they’re his. He won’t let us have them. This ain’t a 
nostalgia concert, this is something else. 
  Down in the floor seats I see the young man with his greasy hair and Aspen skin, and he 
still looks lost. There’s a hurricane of humans around him, swirling, grabbing, and he’s sitting 
there in his trip. Sadness is all over him. It’s his skin; it’s his eyes. He won’t make it. He’s too 
delicate. If he looks up at me, I’ll flash him the peace sign. But he ain’t looking at nothing. Just 
things that are inner things. 
  I sneak down and curtail myself to the front rows. No one stops me. It’s incredible: Dylan 
right there wearing his black suit and smart Nashville hat and his sunken eyes that are still bluer 
than the Caribbean. His voice has been finely ground into sand and dust. I’m on some electric 
wave of happiness, which ain’t my usual state. This is incredible. I’m filled to the soul with 



satisfaction. Dylan’s shadow is projected on a massive saffron curtain, the vaudeville kind. It’s 
like it’s his soul up there. That shadow flickers; it comes and goes. I’m gonna faint ‘cause it’s so 
hot.  
  I see the sexy girls dancing; I see the greedy men watching. I see all of life in one capsule 
of need and rapture, and it’s The Garden of Earthly Delights by Hieronymus Bosch. The sickness 
of claustrophobia hits me before I feel a tap on my shoulder. I’m in the wrong place and need to 
get back to my seat. But that image, that shadow reflection, is deep within me now. 
  My sister lets me drive us home. Somewhere along the highway we hit up a gas station so 
she can buy a burrito and a Pepsi. I’m really starting to love Neil Young now, somehow he’s 
connected to all this. He’s my next step, ‘cause Dylan took me as high as I could go. 
  It’s dark. We’re on that highway somewhere in Kansas. We’re all on that highway. The 
moon ain’t out but it’s somewhere. I’m just sort of driving on intuition and Neil Young and 
Dylan’s shadow. Somewhere out there is a leaf still scuttling. I hope he doesn’t get lost, I hope 
he doesn’t hit the gutters. I hope he makes it home. I hope he has a home to go to. 
  Yeah, I’m driving and hoping all of that. 



Envy 
- David Hart 
 
the jackal, not because the labor of killing 
is already done, the death to feed upon ready, 
balanced on the equatorial sun. No, 
envy him for what he does not know, 
as he trots at his leisure to the kill, what the lion 
who turns to savor the air, rising unhurried 
from the plain, will mean in the fullness 
of the jackal's scavenged life. 





Is the Foot at Fault? 
- Lois Greene Stone 
 
  Don’t your eyes get tired of reading “important for your wardrobe” or “a must for fall” 
when, by middle-age, you know what is important for your life-style and age level? Why is it 
that we women can make intelligent decisions about jobs, food preparation, after-work activities 
and budgets; why is it we logically figure out rent or mortgage payments, car financing but allow 
designers to dictate the wearing of five-inch spike heels? 
  We’re informed and active people who wear our everyday clothes for comfort but we’ll 
consider forcing our spines to tilt backwards for stability while squishing toes into total 
discomfort. The podiatrists plead with us to stop ruining our feet and hurting our backs trying to 
maintain a strange posture, and they remind us that the soles of our feet have thinned with age. 
Yeah, yeah, we hear but don’t listen. 
  High, skinny heels have emotional value. 
  When I was a college student, I commuted by train to a summer job. Some of my salary 
went to skinny-heeled-spike-slim-strapped sandals that made me feel my feet looked alluring. 
Perched on a new pair, I proceeded to walk long city blocks to the train, stand during the trip to 
my depot, then walk several blocks home. I was young and the emotional, foxy-feeling look 
seemed worth the stiletto heels. (I didn't have to pay to replace the kitchen floor pock-marked 
with small circular and permanent dents.) 
  Coarse concrete, heated by summer sun, accepted my movements; crinolines swished 
under my pre-permapress cotton clothing. Walking was transportation for city people, and closed 
pumps with medium heels were proper for full-time working girls (and for me after graduate 
school when I began teaching); that summer, however, as a temp., I didn't have to follow these 
unwritten dress guidelines. I could dress emotionally, spending the day with my feet at a 
ballerina’s angle. 
  Needle heels began to lose some luster when suburbia stretched to Vance Packard's 
exurbia and a no-car family needed two autos. Drive-up windows for banking, phoning, fast food 
became compatible with comfortable suburban attire; drive-ins for movie-goers eliminated 
getting dressed up even for dating. Feet became obsolete. Nancy Sinatra's boots might have been 
made for walking but the feet inside stepped on gas pedals. 
  Dress codes relaxed, and going to the theatre or posh restaurants no longer meant suits 
and ties for men and basic black dresses with silk shoes for women. Comfort was "in,” and 
working women, still in dresses back then, began wearing sneakers while traveling to and from 
jobs but changed to conservative-expected foot garb once at work.  
  Well, when urban American marketers freed fashion from pointed toes and needle heels, 
those spikes cycled again...and now again. 
  Bunions, blisters, bruises. What's going to happen to all those pre-dawn women walkers 
and fitness runners? Perhaps each can take a course in physical posture for the wearing of five-
inch spikes. One can't merely put forward a left foot followed by a right, swing arms as naturally 
as the arms feel like idling; one must learn how to do this correctly. Of course, there isn’t a 
correctly with arthritis, or shifting spines, or being able to even see what’s ahead as we stride if 
our eyes have cataracts! 
  Several years ago shoe experts instructed gals to get heel cushions, soles rigid in one 
place and flexible in another, designer logos for social acceptance, uppers that breathe, rounded 
toe boxes. Designer collections, though, with stiletto heeled sandals that have no back or side 



support have always been considered a sexy shoe, unless one has to walk. These “experts” want 
women to forget all that roomy toe-box hype and alter the Achilles tendon to an unnatural state 
just to prop feet into what they deem stylish footwear. I wonder if those stylists and 
manufacturers really prefer, for themselves, to be in my shoes which, most of the time now, are 
sneakers? 
 
Originally published in Rochester Shorts, 2000  



January 
- Pamela Blake 
 
Dull the day,  
gunmetal gray and careless with rain;  
a wet hum and click from 
the glistening windows. 
My thoughts are dredged from a far place,  
deep memory unbidden. 
All the days unnamed, uncelebrated, knotted somehow to you. 
You, the dreamer, 
me, the misunderstood, reaching 
for a new language: 
babble, babble, babble. 
We, a soaring collapsible pair, not always 
with enough thanks in us. 
And then silences with forgiveness at their end. 







On Bridges I’ve Dreamed of Jumping From 
- Ariana Den Bleyker 
 
Like crows they rose in a violence 
against the sky, a dark constellation, 
until they were flying, turning, turning 
into the sun, losing themselves 
in distance, weaving into a black 
scarf until they unraveled westward,  
taking with them what I’d once dreamed 
for myself, all I believed and now 
  cannot name. 





One Pink and Another with Red Polka Dots 
- Christopher Cassavella 
 
  Our guy’s little brother sleeps. A book, words down on his stomach, rises and falls as he 
snores away the day's energy. Having said a reluctant goodbye to his big brother, the boy sleeps, 
assuming that was their last encounter before our guy returns.  
  The boy’s dreaming when our guy opens the bedroom door and walks in. He sits on the 
bed, picks up the book, and smiles when he sees the book is something he bought for him. It’s a 
book about a fox in the army, but this is a children's book, and there's irony ─ the fox has 
mistakenly enlisted in an army of sheep. 
  Our guy puts the book on the nightstand and nudges his brother. Once our guy leaves, the 
only person he’ll miss is this one. He nudges him again, and the boy’s eyes open to look for the 
pesky intrusion. The boy looks at the man on his bed and, for a moment, thinks the person is the 
one from his dream. But as the shadows become less stiff, he sees it’s only his big brother and is 
glad that dreams are fake and that his brother isn’t. 
  The boy rubs his face, “I thought you were the person I was dreaming about,” he says. 
  “And who was that?” asks his older brother. He sits in uniform, his cap on his lap. 
  “The dream told me it was my teacher, Mr. Brooks, but it wasn't him. It was dad, but I 
knew it was supposed to be Mr. Brooks.” 
  ”That happens,” he says. Our guy takes off his backpack and places it on the floor. “I’m 
definitely leaving now though, Randy.” 
  “So, we get a second goodbye? That means there’s gotta be two hellos next time,” the 
boy yawns and gives a variation of his previous farewell speech, “Well, just make sure you’re 
safe and make sure you write me just about every day, but I don’t want it to mess with your 
work. So if it does, just call me instead, that'll be quicker and, when you get lonely, think about 
that day when we went to the amusement park, and we rode the big wheel, and we were 
surrounded by everybody and that they were having just as much as fun as we were.”  
  The boy puts his hand on our guy’s neck; for such a small hand it is informed and strong 
and not at all like something that can barely loop the lower part of an f when practicing script. 
This hand is enough to make our guy tear, and when our guy puts his own hand on his brother, 
the boy nods as if he was expecting all this, like this scene was all in that dream he just had. “So, 
you’re definitely leaving now then?” 
  Our guy shrugs to the window, “My car will be out there in a few minutes.” 
  The boy considers this, “Alright then. Before you go though, I was thinking …you said 
where you’re going there’s a lotta sand, right?” 
  “That’s right. Sand covers just about everything where I’m going." 
  "Make sure it doesn't cover you," he says as he points over to his glass of water. "And 
you should go swimming every day, too. All that sand has to mean that there's water around, so 
you'll be working on a big beach. I think it’ll be the best beach there is, and when you come back 
you can tell me how much water there is. And then we’ll go to a beach around here, even though 
it’ll probably not be as good as the one you’re going to, but we’ll find a way to make it better. 
We always have fun, you and me.” 
  Our guy smiles, “We’ll do that then. We’ll both have something to look forward to. I'll 
teach you how to swim.” 
  “Good, I’m getting older; I’m tired of water wings.” He yawns for the second time. 
  Our guy laughs. “You’ll be swimming the length of entire oceans by the time I’m done 



teaching you. Remember t-ball? Now you have no trouble hitting a nasty curveball four hundred 
feet. You’re good at stuff like that. I bet you’ll be teaching me how to do tricks and backflips 
before I even finish with you.” 
  “I can dog paddle,” Randy says. “I’ll teach you how to do that! Unless …you already 
know how to.” 
  “Nope," Our guy shakes his head. "I never learned how to do that. Definitely always 
wanted to, though.” He nods. “You teach me how to dog paddle, and I’ll teach you how to swim 
in the ocean when I get back.” 
  The boy liked the sound of that. His older brother had taught him so much already: how 
to cook spaghetti, how to draw a snowman, how to flip a quarter so it almost always landed on 
tails. Randy decided it would be the decent thing to teach him something for once. One couldn't 
count the times he tried to teach Tim to bake sugar cookies so they were more edible than a turtle 
shell. But, and Randy didn’t like to lie to his brother, he had no clue how to dog paddle. Still it 
would only be a short-lived lie, he thought. A lie that would be a placeholder until he made it a 
truth and so that wasn't really a lie. He could look it up in a book; books seem to teach you just 
about everything. 
  Our guy picks up his backpack and puts the cap back onto his head. He stands, and his 
brother gets up to hug him, barely able to reach his belt buckle. The boy looks up from the belt, 
“You’re gonna be okay without me. We’ll be good without each other for a bit. When you come 
back, we’ll swim.” 
  “We’ll swim and dog paddle in every lake, pond, and ocean we come across. Don’t forget 
we got to go buy a couple of bathing suits now.” 
  “We will.” 
  Our guy, Tim J. Heifstaff, closes the bedroom door and enters the waiting car, which 
takes him to a plane with men in the same uniform as his. After two connecting flights, seven 
whiskeys, and seven hours of sleep, twenty hours have passed, and the group lands near a long 
beach where Nature has forgotten to add an ocean; in its place is more sand. Even in his camo, 
Tim doesn’t feel a part of this environment. Though, he supposes, the point is for enemies to 
miss you, not to actually have you blend in, but still, there’s not much comfort in either usage. 
He already hates it here. He is more like a sheep in an army of foxes. Quiet and pale and 
surrounded by potential threats. He'll count the months and not the days until he gets back home 
because it'll sound faster that way. 
  A week later, after long suns and long moons, Tim gets his first letter from his brother. 
The envelope shows his home address, and it’s nice to touch something that has come from 
there. Inside there is just a hand-drawn picture of two people in the water. They are wearing 
matching trunks, and the sun is out, and it may be pouring down to reflect on the water or those 
yellow lines could be boats or even surfboards. There’s a beach that seems to go on forever. Tim 
holds onto the image and wants nothing more than to act like a couple of sharks with his brother.  
  Tim’s bunkmate is behind him, and he glances at the image. He looks at the two people 
standing there. He’s not sure what they are supposed to be doing, but they look happy doing 
whatever it is. And so is Tim, just looking at this picture that will act as a placeholder until the 
paper becomes a day, and he and his brother become the crayon marks.  
  Tim puts the picture down and takes out paper. He draws an image, too, as if to continue 
his brother’s own. He draws two guys wearing bathing suits, sitting on the sand, smiling. 
Footprints from the water trail behind them. The two are tired and sweaty and think about things 
that have already happened to them, like that time they rode that big Ferris wheel in Allentown. 



  The next day Tim is under the foreign sun for eleven hours. During those hours he tells 
his bunkmate about his life as they walk on the sand. The bunkmate likes to listen to Tim talk, 
likes to hear about another life, one that would never be mistaken for his own. Tim tells him 
about the time his brother and he got lost in their backyard, which is really an extension of the 
Pennsylvania woods. He tells him about the day Randy fell into a zebra pen. The constant in all 
these stories, thinks the bunkmate, is Tim’s brother. The bunkmate does a lot of talking too, and 
tells Tim about his son and daughter, and they both agree it’s nice to have something to look 
forward to, otherwise this is all a bit like sitting in a kayak without any paddles. 
  Back home, twenty hours away, Randy has started out on an expedition. It’s the weekend, 
and he is with his father who is running on a trail off a highway not far from their home. Randy 
is left to himself as long as he stays in sight. He likes the freedom. He walks around the trail, 
tossing pebbles and kicking pine cones when his nose finds a smell. This smell is familiar. 
Seaweed and ocean and salt and sand. How could he have missed it! He stops picking up pebbles 
and sees the sand spilling from behind the guarding trees. He wants to run up the incline to see 
what is there; to see what he is certain is there. 
  “Dad,” he yells. “I’m going right up here. I have to check this out!” 
  He runs up the incline and ducks under the trees. And there it is! A beach, short but quiet 
and modest and charming. Sort of like himself, he thinks. And that’s a great sign. The beach here 
is private, maybe no one in the world knows about this beach. He thinks it is perfect and sits on 
the sand and looks out to the water. He must tell his brother about this discovery; Tim will be 
impressed and joyful and will want to push the clocks forward. But Randy is disappointed in 
time. He explains to himself the calendar month of when Tim will be back. Basically, he figures, 
every morsel of sand on this beach acts as one day until the month Tim comes back. And if you 
went and took away every bit of sand until Tim came back, the beach would be empty. He 
shakes the thought off and will wait however long he has to. He'll go and tell his brother all 
about this beach they can swim and dog paddle in! 
  After his dad and he drive home, Randy goes to his room, finds a sheet of paper, and lies 
on his stomach to write. He writes sloppily but the words will make sense to Tim. 
  Hey Tim,  
  You’re swimming every day right? You better be because I know you didn’t forget about 
me and you swimming when you get back here. Every pond, lake, and ocean. It’ll be great. I 
have found us the greatest beach that may have never even been swam in before! It’s tucked 
behind these big trees and you have to walk up a hill to find it! It's off a highway so drivers must 
always drive past it. I can’t wait till we go there. That has to be the first place we swim. And 
don’t worry, I’m still gonna teach you how to dog paddle. Sometimes I forgot I don’t even know 
how to swim yet! But like you said, I’m quick and I’ll learn in a hurry. Are you eating good over 
there? I guess you’re eating a lotta beach food, like lobster and clams. That’s good. Do you think 
we’ll find an island we can swim to? 
   Tim reads the letter a few times and writes back. 
  Of course I haven’t forgotten about our swimming expedition. Are you outta your mind? 
The beach you found sounds perfect, I can’t wait till we go there. It’s nice that it’s tucked away, 
like it’s just for us. Right now, I am swimming every day. It’s fantastic but I could use a buddy to 
brave the waters with, only gotta wait a little longer though. The waves are strong sometimes, 
but not as strong as me. There’s so much water out here, you’d love it. The beach is nice but I 
doubt it's as nice as the one you found. Plus, you have to watch for the lobsters over here 
because they don’t like when you swim. When I get back I’ll buy us two new bathing suits. A red 



polka dot one for me and a pink one for you. What do ya think? 
  After Tim writes his letter, he sends it off. His bunkmate sees him writing and asks if the 
ink is for his brother and if it’s about that swimming thing they’re gonna be doing. Tim nods and 
says, “Yea, it’s for him. We’ll be swimming in every ocean, lake, and pond.” The bunkmate 
smiles and pats Tim on the back. The bunkmate thinks it’s a good image to keep yourself 
motivated with. 
  Near the end of the week, Randy receives the letter. Randy has probably dreamed of 
swimming every night. And in those dreams he’s with his brother who is played by his brother 
and doesn’t look like anyone else. He really hopes he will be able to teach his brother to dog 
paddle when they go to the beach. At the end of the letter Randy can’t tell if his big brother is 
joking about those pink and red polka dot bathing suits. Either way Randy laughs hysterically at 
the image of his brother in a bathing suit covered with red polka dots. Really, Randy doesn't care 
if those are the colors Tim decides to buy or not; as long as they get to swim together. Even if the 
bathing suits were see-through for some reason, it wouldn't matter, he concludes. Randy doesn't 
know what to write back so he draws another picture. This time the image is more detailed. The 
sand is white near the top but becomes golden towards the water, the ocean goes further back and 
the two figures are deeper in the water. One is swimming, and the other is dog paddling. One 
wears a pink bathing suit, and the other wears one with red polka dots. In the distance there is an 
island. That’s where these two are headed. Randy laughs at the picture and goes to tell his father 
that he is ready to send another letter. 
  For the next few days Randy looks in all of his books for information on the art of dog 
paddling. He even asks his dad if …perhaps, they can…maybe…borrow a dog from someone 
and put him in their kiddie pool to see how it does such a trick. His dad says no, but that’s fine; 
Randy goes and searches in more books. How to dog paddle has to be in one of these books he 
has, and if it isn't, it should definitely be in one of his mom’s books. 
  Under the foreign sun and across an ocean that is too long to swim across, Tim does his 
days as he would any other job and looks forward to night when he talks with his bunkmate and 
falls asleep. The future seems like the only place they both like to go to. 
  Back home, Randy has not still come across any information on how to dog paddle. All 
the books he looks in are useless. He thinks back to the trail he and his dad had gone to, and how 
perfect the beach was. Maybe when they go back, there will be a dog paddling in the water. Just 
that small chance is enough for him to want to go back and see. But there’s a better chance no 
dog will be there. He shakes his head. He really has to teach his brother to dog paddle. He thinks 
for a few minutes, and then he decides he'll wait till he dad goes jogging again. His dad goes just 
about every other day, and he’ll ask to go back with him and do what is necessary. 
  The next day comes, and his dad agrees to take Randy to the beach with him. He parks 
the car and readies his laces for the jog. He tells Randy freedom is his as long as he can see him, 
and he stays on the trail. Randy agrees, and his dad begins his run. Randy kneels on the trail and 
goes over his plan. He’ll go into the water but he won’t go too deep but he’ll have to go far 
enough so that he can practice his dog paddling and that may take the courage of a soldier. He 
decides if he doesn't go deep enough, it would be pointless, and he wouldn’t learn anything to 
teach his brother. 
  Randy’s father is a dot, far onto the trail. Randy nods to the beach and throws his last 
pebble away. He doesn’t yell to his father that he is going into the water. He sneaks off. He needs 
to run up the hill as he did a week before and practice dog paddling before his father sees he's 
gone. If his father notices he’s wet, he'll just have to take the yelling and possible punishment. 



This is for Tim. They made a deal. And a punishment is worth the island he and his brother 
might find. 
  Randy runs up the hill. At the top, he takes off his shirt, rolls up his pants, and kicks off 
his sneakers. He has to hurry. He runs down the length of beach until the sand is wet with ocean. 
He's unsure how deep is deep enough but his toes and arms and legs will let him know. Around 
him, it is empty just like last time. Tim will really love it here. This will be their beach. Randy 
thinks about his brother in a bathing suit with red polka dots and smiles as he shakes his head. 
  Forgetting Tim, Randy loves the feeling of the water on his toes. He has to make sure his 
toes always reach the ocean floor; this is the most important thing to keep in mind while learning 
to dog paddle. He goes a little deeper into the water and swings his arms, but he is not deep 
enough, the water is still below his shoulders. He must be brave like Tim. Again, he goes deeper 
until only his toes can feel the ocean floor. And now, instinctively, he does dog paddle. His head 
sticks out above the water, and his arms and legs are like those of a retriever. It is all going well, 
he can actually dog paddle. It's easy really, you just have to shake your body and pretend you are 
a dog, he thinks.  
  Then his toes lose the floor, and they cannot reach it unless he ducks his head under the 
water. His arms are not fast enough to tread the water, and his head starts to go beneath the 
surface. He tries to dog paddle back to the sand but he is not moving any closer. His head 
continues to disappear under the water. The water and waves are strong, stronger than Randy. He 
forgets about the drawings and the letters he and his brother have sent each other. He’s dog 
paddling and really trying to get back to the sand and once there, he will wait until the day Tim 
teaches him to swim but it isn’t enough. He goes under the water and stays there. His dad is a 
quarter of a mile away, and his brother is twenty hours further. And neither can get there in time. 
  Except for a long weekend for the funeral, it’s eight months later when Tim returns. The 
foreign sun has followed him. He sits in his brother's room on his bed. Our guy has no guy now; 
he and the bed have this in common. It might be the only thing he’s ever had in common with a 
bed. Our guy thinks it might be a nice thing to go swimming one day, just for his brother but 
right now every ocean, lake, and pond is his enemy. 
  Our guy’s next few years are a tough few years and in those years all our guy ever really 
does is dog paddle and, in horrible irony, it’s his brother who has taught him how. 





The Veil of Knowledge 
- Patricia Bass 
 
I seek the thing behind the veil 
A shadow – it shimmers, it fades – 
O, Veil of Knowledge, in a vision 
I see a world of people by a tree 
Out of the crowd a friend steps forth 
She holds fruit in her open hand 
Alas, the image disappears 
I rise and decide to eat an orange. 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Universe 
- Carol Smallwood 
 
It must be true: the Universe has no edge or center as I've read 
so it brings me security to make patchwork quilts at night;  
it makes sense to cut up pieces to sew with needle and thread. 
 
"You are not lonely when you sew," Grandmother often said 
as she sewed apron after apron with evident delight;  
It must be true: the Universe has no edge or center as I've read. 
 
Other activities most likely should have been my stead:  
quilt after quilt I've made at night sitting straight, upright: 
it makes sense to cut up pieces to sew with needle and thread. 
 
Mixing pattern with plain, varying width until ready for bed,  
securing the needle easy to spot on a piece extra bright ─ 
it must be true: the Universe has no edge or center as I've read. 
 
Fleece, flannel, denim have made many a patchwork spread 
and those who receive them do express thanks forthright:  
it makes sense to cut up squares to sew with needle and thread. 
 
I've concluded I'll have no edge or center when I'm dead 
and finding security sewing squares is better than fright. 
It must be true: the Universe has no edge or center as I've read 
it makes sense to cut up pieces to sew with needle and thread. 
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